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About This Content

Legendary Soviet (Ukrainian) high-floored bus with medium passenger capacity. This bus was manufactured from 1974 to
2006. Even today you can see some of them on roads of post-Soviet countries.

Main advantages are construction simplicity and reliable construction smoothed out its tight cabin, narrow doors and
overheating engine. 176.000 buses were made in total.

The history of that bus is pretty interesting. In the spring of 1986 a special modification of this bus was made to evacuate people
from Exclusion zone after Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant disaster and deliver specialists there. Also, there was modification

for 1980 Olympic Games, featuring more comfortable seats and less narrow doors.

There are following modifications you can install:
- 3 paintings

- Steering wheel cover
- Curtains for windshield

- Driver’s door
- Radiator grille

- Changeable appearance of front panel
- 2 types of headlamps and fog lamps
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Title: Bus Driver Simulator - Soviet Legend
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
KishMish Games
Publisher:
KishMish Games
Franchise:
Bus Driver Simulator
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 1.9ghz Intel i5-equivalent processor or higher

Processor: 1.9ghz Intel i5-equivalent processor or higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Onboard or dedicated graphics accelerator with 1GB+ of video RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian
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I just want to make it clear that I didn't buy this game

baka. 10/10 would buy soundtrack again.. Register in game solved the registration stupidity... just enter the cd key when the
game is running in the demo mode.
The game runs okay but guess what... since i have the newest and latest nVidia card the game gives me the
cannot find the 3D objects error and proceeds to present me with just a black screen. Oh well.... I dont have time to invest in
fixing this so forget it.. This developer "is listening" to feedback and growing. This game is a vast improvement over his first
indie title "Time Of The Zombies" by leaps and bounds!

Here's my first impressions look at this game:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=DrDwzf8OE2s

This game is a promising little platformer game which I believe with a little work can be very fun and well worth the price tag.

It needs controller support, high scores, Steam high scores, and some changes made to the enemy AI to make them a lot more
forgiving and easier to deal with. Right now, they will shoot at you whenever there is a clear line of sight between you and them,
regardless of if they are facing away from you or not. In my opinion, if this developer will change the code to make them only
fire at you if and when they can see you (facing you), it will help make this game MUCH more fun.

I've given this game thumbs up for "effort" and will wait for what I believe are a few needed changes in updates before giving
this game my score. Until then, I still give this game my "thumbs up" just because this is soooo much better than his first
GameGuru zombie title.

. Its like Skyrim HD with 60FPS and Multiplayer.

Except the HD,60 FPS and mulitplayer.

More like Daggerfall Demo...
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the menus are a blury mess. I have played this game for a while and I enjoyed it, but Act 2 and level 3 came and the game
crashed. I wasn't able to run it further. So sad :(. Great game, do not buy through steam, they don't allow you too access the
system files and so you can't add content. Much needed. Waste of money here.. Amazing Game. I would recommend it to
anyone.. I have been waiting for this for years! Despite the glitches and the lack of conclusion It was worth it beause of the
quality of the story and atmosphere. I hope it comes out on bigfish too though, it's a better platform for it and they haven't had
any good horror games for ages.. this♥♥♥♥♥♥kawaii but pretty broken. No level editor? i still recommend. Bought it because
of the beautiful woman.

Recommended it because of the beautiful woman.

If she asked me again with her soothing voice, I would do it all again.

Better avoid that video in the future.
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